Microarray technology--the future analyses tool in exercise physiology?
Microarray analysis offers a set of analytical platforms that provide rapid, affordable and substantial information at the DNA, RNA or protein level. It enables the analysis of thousands of genes simultaneously in a parallel manner across samples derived from various biological sources and treatment regimens. This development became possible as a result of the combination of three technological advances achieved at the beginning of the 1990's, namely parallelism, miniaturization and automation. In regular physical checkups the microarray technology could be used to supplement the current spectrum of tests and therefore enhance the quality of the data obtained. Arrays for analyses of RNA expression will allow gene expression profiling also in exercise physiology. DNA chips may also be used for genetic screening and diagnostics to analyze polymorphisms and mutations which may underlie genetic diseases or interindividual variations between subjects. Using microarrays in exercise physiology will provide new insights into the complex molecular mechanisms of the exercise-induced stress response, adaptation to training and modulation of immune function. Gene expression profiling and genetic screening will probably help to characterize and predict the individually variable response to and efficiency of training.